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ABSTRACT: We investigate the onset of cavitation in a
metastable fluid confined to nanoscale pores with nonwetting
defects present. Using grand canonical and gauge cell
mesocanonical Monte Carlo simulations, we study the degree
of metastability (relative vapor pressure), at which the critical
bubble forms in a spherical pore with a circular nonwetting
defect. It is shown that an increase of the defect size leads to a
transition from homogeneous to heterogeneous nucleation of
critical bubbles formed at the defect site. In this case, the
desorption process may be initiated at larger relative vapor
pressures than those predicted by the theories of homogeneous cavitation.
studies of cavitation 5 became possible with the advent of
highly ordered, templated mesoporous silicas.26 These are
designer materials with a narrow, uniform distribution of pore
sizes that can be tailored to desired sizes.17 These materials
provide an opportunity for direct comparison of the results of
theoretical and simulation approaches to experimental data. A
comprehensive study of cavitation in ordered 3D cage-like
structures of SBA-16 and FDU-1 materials was performed by
Ravikovich and Neimark,5 who combined the adsorption
measurements with nonlocal density functional theory (DFT)
calculations to determine the pore dimensions. They found that
the transition from the cavitation regime of desorption to the
pore blocking regime occurs not only with the increase of the
pore neck size, but also with a temperature decrease for a given
pore geometry. With similar methods, Thommes et al.6
explored cavitation on mesoporous silicas of hierarchical
structure. Morishige et al.9 also observed desorption pressures
near p/p0 = 0.47 for nitrogen in silica ink-bottle pores, and
found that increasing temperatures allows for cavitation in
pores with larger connecting necks. Vishnyakov and Neimark20
studied the transition from pore blocking to cavitation with a
decrease of the neck size using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations.
Libby and Monson23 modeled desorption from ink-bottle pores
with lattice DFT and MC and confirmed that the transition
from the pore blocking to cavitation regimes depends on the
pore geometry and temperature. Rasmussen et al.4 studied the
effect of the pore body size on the onset of cavitation. On the
basis of MC simulations performed for a variety of
experimentally studied systems, they found that the cavitation
pressure increases with the increase of the pore body size from

1. INTRODUCTION
The role of cavitation during the evaporation of a fluid from
porous materials has been a much-discussed topic.1−9 When
the formation of an equilibrium meniscus at the vapor−liquid
interface is somehow hindered, desorption occurs at a pressure
less than the vapor−liquid equilibrium (VLE) pressure for the
pore of a given size. In particular, there is much interest in socalled “ink-bottle” mesopores, where a pore body is connected
to other pores by smaller channels or necks. As known from the
experiments and respective theories, the neck diameter has a
profound effect on the position of the evaporation pressure.5
The smaller is the neck diameter, the smaller is the relative
pressure of desorption pdes/p0, (p0 is the vapor pressure of the
bulk). This is referred to as the pore blocking regime of
desorption. However, below a certain critical neck diameter,
which is about 4−5 nm in the case of nitrogen adsorption at
77.4 K, the experimental relative desorption pressure no longer
depends on the neck size and varies in a narrow interval
(pdes/p0 = 0.47 ± 0.03).4 This regime of desorption is related to
the cavitation of metastable fluid in the pore body. As the
external vapor pressure is lowered, the fluid in the pore body
becomes overstretched (metastable), and eventually, unstable.
As the limit of fluid stability is approached (near the spinodal
point), a critically sized bubble nucleus forms, which grows
rapidly causing spontaneous desorption of the fluid from the
pore body, despite the pore neck remaining filled.
Although the importance of the cavitation phenomenon in
the process of capillary evaporation was well understood,10−13
only during the past decade has it been studied extensively,
both experimentally1,2,4−6,9,14−18 and with computer simulation.3,4,8,19−25 Sarkisov and Monson first implemented grand
canonical molecular dynamics in a slit-shaped pore geometry
and observed emptying of the main pore body while the
connecting necks remained filled.24,25 Quantitative experimental
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nitrogen adsorption on silica at nitrogen’s normal boiling
temperature of 77.36 K employed in previous work were used
here.36,37 We found that as the size of the nonwetting defect
increases, the mechanism of cavitation changes from homogeneous to heterogeneous. Since it is doubtful that defects, which
would be nonwetting to condensed nitrogen, exist in PSi, the
results of this work cannot be immediately applied to the PSi
desorption pressure enigma discussed above. However, the
phenomenon of heterogeneous cavitation cannot be ruled out
for other systems with polar fluids, such as water.

7 to 10 nm, but in a very narrow range of relative pressures
from ∼0.45 to ∼0.5. In pores larger than ∼10 nm the cavitation
pressure did not depend on the pore size and the cavitation
occurs similarly to that in the bulk fluid. As such, it was
concluded that the cavitation of nitrogen at its boiling
temperature cannot occur at p/p0 > 0.50−0.52. More recent
molecular simulation studies of cavitation,3,8,23,27 as well as
multiple experimental studies,1,6,15,16,18 confirm the main
features of this phenomenon described above.
The current work has been triggered by a discussion in the
literature about the mechanism of desorption of fluids confined
to porous silicon (PSi), a material with nonintersecting
hexagonally ordered unidirectional pore channels. In PSi
samples prepared and studied by different groups, a sharp
desorption step is observed at relative pressures significantly
larger that the range of cavitation pressures in other
mesoporous materials, e.g., at pdes/p0 > 0.6−0.7, for the case
of nitrogen.2,28−30 At the same time, this pressure is smaller
than the equilibrium vapor pressure characteristic for the pore
channels of given size that would be expected of the desorption
pressure in open-ended cylindrical channels.31 Moreover, with
experiments performed with specially designed, deposited, and
layered PSi samples, the authors of refs 2, 29, and 30, did not
find sizable variations of the desorption pressure in the openended channels, channels closed at the bottom, and ink-bottled
channels thus posing a question about the validity of the basic
concepts of the mechanisms of capillary condensation
hysteresis accepted in the literature.32,33 One explanation for
these phenomena is a corrugation of pore channels leading to
pore blocking effects.29 This was confirmed by computational
studies by modeling linear pores with mesoscopic roughness.28,34 In addition, chemical smoothing of PSi channels
appears to shift the desorption mechanism toward nearequilibrium desorption, suggesting roughness is responsible
for characteristic desorption pressure.35 However, Grosman
and Ortega,2 as well as Naumov et al.,28,34 suggested that
desorption in PSi channels may exhibit cavitation. The main
obstacle for accepting cavitation as the primary mechanism of
desorption in PSi is the conclusion derived in our previous
paper4 that the cavitation cannot occur at such large relative
pressures. However, this conclusion entails that the pore walls
are wetting, and as such, the cavitation occurs in a
homogeneous fashion, with the critical bubble more likely
formed at the pore center rather than at the solid surface. To
support the cavitation hypothesis, Grosman and Ortega2
suggested that the cavitation of metastable nitrogen in PSi
channels occurs at some heterogeneities on the pore walls, and
it is a heterogeneous, rather than homogeneous, process, which
due to smaller nucleation barriers may take place at respectively
larger vapor pressures.
In this work, as a continuation of our previous studies of
homogeneous cavitation,4 we evaluated the influence of a
heterogeneity of the pore wall on the vapor pressure at which
cavitation occurs. We considered the heterogeneous defects on
the pore wall as nonwetting spots of molecular size. We applied
two approaches for quantitative estimates, the macroscopic
classical nucleation theory (CNT) and detailed MC simulation
in grand canonical (GCMC) and mesocanonical (MCMC)
ensembles. As an instructive example, we model the behavior of
a Lennard−Jones (LJ) fluid in a spherical pore with wetting LJ
walls, which contained a single circular nonwetting defect. To
provide quantitative relevance to experimental studies and
earlier simulations, the potential parameters for the LJ model of

2. HETEROGENEOUS VS
HOMOGENEOUSCLASSICAL NUCLEATION
THEORY APPROACH
Cavitation is necessarily preceded by the formation of a
critically sized bubble, or nucleus. Bubbles smaller than the
critical size collapse back into the fluid state. Once a critically
sized bubble nucleates, thermal fluctuations can increase the
bubble’s size to a point where it grows irreversibly and displaces
the adsorbed fluid; this is desorption by cavitation. CNT38,39
describes the thermodynamics of formation of a nucleus in the
bulk system. Since CNT operates with macroscopic values, it
cannot give reliable quantitative predictions when applied in the
nanoscale.40 However, CNT allows one to obtain a transparent
qualitative description of the nucleation phenomenon. We use
CNT to estimate the work of bubble formation for two
different nucleation events: homogeneous nucleationwhen
the bubble forms in presumably uniform fluid inside the pore
and thus does not depend on the pore size and surface
chemistry, and heterogeneous nucleationwhen the bubble
nucleates on the pore wall and does depend on the surface
defects.
According to CNT, the work of homogeneous nucleation of
a critical vapor bubble of spherical shape is determined by the
Gibbs equation, as the difference between the work of surface
formation and the work of compression,
4
Whomo(r b) = 4πr b2 γ − πr b3Δp
(1)
3
where γ is the liquid−vapor surface tension, and rb is the radius
of critical bubble, and Δp is the capillary pressure, or the
pressure difference between the vapor inside the bubble and the
liquid outside the bubble:
2γ
Δp = p l − pv =
rb
(2)
where pv and pl are the pressures of equilibrium liquid and
vapor phases determined for a given chemical potential through
a bulk equation of state. A standard assumption of ideal vapor
and incompressible liquid is usually used to relate the capillary
pressure and, respectively, the radius of the critical bubble, to
the relative vapor pressure, p/p0, through the Kelvin-Laplace
equation:
R T
p
2γ
= − G ln
rb
Vm
p0

(3)

where RG is the gas constant and Vm is the molar volume of the
liquid adsorbate. In our previous work, we found that eq 1
correctly predicts the asymptotic value of the nucleation barrier
calculated by MC simulation for a LJ fluid confined to spherical
nanopores as the pore size increases, but it becomes
progressively inaccurate for pores smaller that 10 nm.4
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relative pressure decreases, the equilibrium bubble grows
maintaining a spherical vapor−liquid interface of radius rb, which
decreases with pressure according to eq 3. The pinned bubble is
bound by two coinciding spherical caps of radii R and rb; its
volume can be found through simple geometrical relationships, see
ref 42. It is important to note that at a given relative pressure there
are two equilibrium configurations, small and large, for the bubble
of given size rb, provided the bubble radius rb is larger than the
defect radius rdef and smaller than the pore radius R, rdef < rb < R. It
is easily seen that the small bubble is stable against variations of its
volume at given vapor pressure, and large bubble is unstable. In
other words, the unstable large bubble represents the critical
nucleus that should be formed due to thermal fluctuations.
In the bottom of Figure 1, we present the desorption
isotherm that corresponds to the growing bubble pinned at the
defect, calculated according to the Kelvin-Laplace equation (eq 3).
It represents the normalized fraction of the pore volume filled
by condensed fluid (i.e., the relative fluid volume outside the
bubble, [(4/3)πR3 − V(rb)]/[(4/3)πR3]). This isotherm has two
branches: the upper branch is that of the stable bubbles with the
radius varying from R at p/p0 = exp(−ac/R) to rdef at p/p0 =
exp(−ac/rdef). Note that for clarity the isotherms were continued
to p/p0 = 1, corresponding to the flat liquid−vapor interface. In
this case, the radius of the stable bubble exceeds the radius of the
pore, rb > R. The lower backward branch is that of the unstable
bubble, or critical nuclei, with the radius varying from rdef to R. The
leftmost turnover point corresponds to the spinodal, at which the
stable and unstable bubble configurations merge; the radius of
such spinodal bubble equals to the radius of the defect, rb = rdef.
Calculations in Figure 1 were performed for the pore of R = 7.36
σ, to correspond with MC calculations presented below, and with
defects of several sizes. As the defect size increases, the spinodal
point moves toward larger vapor pressures.
Nucleation of the critical bubble is a fluctuation−driven event.
The probability to form a critical bubble depends on the work
of its formation from the stable bubble at given vapor pressure,
or the nucleation barrier that is determined by the work of
surface formation and the work of compression. Thus, the
nucleation barrier of heterogeneous cavitation is determined by
the differences of surface areas and volumes of unstable and
stable bubbles by the analog to eq 1, as follows:

For the convenience of dimensionless analysis, all scales can be
reduced to the fluid molecular diameter σ, and eq 3 can be
rewritten as follows:
χc
rb
=−
σ
ln(p /p0 )
(4)
where χc = 2γVm/RGT is the dimensionless parameter that relates
the theoretical nucleus size, ac = 2γσVm/RGT, at a characteristic
pressure p/p0 = 1/e = 0.37, to the molecular diameter σ. For
nitrogen at its normal boiling temperature T = 77.4 K (the experimental standard in adsorption measurements), σ = 0.36 nm, ac =
0.96 nm, and χc = 2.7. These numbers give the reader the characteristic scale of the phenomenon we are concern with. It is worth noting
that we use the bulk values of surface tension γ without Tolmantype corrections41 for the bubble’s curvature; this simple model is
sufficient for demonstration of qualitative mechanisms of cavitation.
To investigate heterogeneous bubble nucleation, we consider
a spherical pore of radius R with a nonwetting defect of radius
rdef. The bubble must be pinned to the defect perimeter, which
represents the three phase contact line, see schematics in Figure 1,

Whetero(r b , rdef ) = γ(S u − Ss) −

2γ
(Vu − Vs)
rb

(5)

where the subscript s, u refers to the stable or unstable bubble
of given radius rb. The equations for Su, Ss, Vu, and Vs are given
in ref 42. At the spinodal (rb = rdef), the nucleation barrier
vanishes. At rb > rdef, the nucleation barrier can be calculated by
integrating the adsorption isotherm between stable and
unstable states along the chemical potential, as indicated by
the shaded area in Figure 1, bottom.
Either heterogeneous or homogeneous nucleation in
condensed fluid is possible at given external conditions. It is obvious that the energy barrier of heterogeneous nucleation is always
smaller than that of homogeneous nucleation, Whetero(p/p0) <
Whomo(p/p0). However, to compare the relative probabilities of
homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation, one has to take into
account not only the difference in nucleation barriers but also the
volume factor, which increases the probability of homogeneous
nucleation. To trigger heterogeneous cavitation, the critical
bubble may nucleate only at the site of the defect. To trigger
homogeneous cavitation, the critical bubble has the whole
volume of liquid as potential nucleation “sites”. Assuming that

Figure 1. Top: Schematics of heterogeneous bubble growth at the
circular nonwetting defect in the spherical pore. The bubble is pinned
to the defect; equilibrium conditions permit two solutions, the smaller
stable bubble, and the larger unstable bubble. Note that the radius rb is
identical for these two configurations and it is determined by eq 2.
Bottom: Isotherms calculated using eq 4 and the appropriate bubble
volume (see ref 42), displayed as the fraction of pore volume filled by
liquid condensate versus the relative pressure. The ascending, upper
branch corresponds to the stable bubble, and the descending, lower
branch to the unstable bubble. The branches meet at a spinodal-type
point where their respective bubbles’ volumes are equal and the work
of formation vanishes; at this point rb = rdef and the bubble is
hemispherical. The work of formation of an unstable bubble is related
to the area between the two branches at a given pressure.

top. Note that because in this case the contact line cannot move,
the concept of the contact angle in not applicable. The bubble
pinned to the defect boundary exists even at the saturation conditions, p/p0 = 1, when the bubble interface is flat (e.g., rb → ∞)
and the bubble forms a spherical cap. Upon desorption, as the
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the homogeneous critical nucleus of radius rb can be formed
with its center located within the spherical core of the pore of
radius R − rb, the volume factor can be estimated as the ideal
term in the nucleus free energy,
⎡4
3⎤
⎢ 3 π(R − r b) ⎥
Fid(r b) = −kBT ln⎢
⎥
Λ3
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

site-averaged LJ potential. We tested a pore with external
diameter (distance between the centers of two opposing LJ solid
particles) dext = 2R = 5.72 nm =15.82 σ and accessible diameter
(diameter of the volume in which Uadsorption > 0)43 dacc =
5.54 nm =14.72 σ. The size of the defect, in diameter, was
varied from 0 to 2.21 nm (6.12 σ). The calculations were done
for the LJ model of nitrogen with fluid−fluid interaction
parameters of εFF/kB = 101.5 K and σFF = σ = 0.36154 nm.44
The potential energy was truncated when interparticle distance
was greater than 10 σ. The solid−fluid LJ potential was
calculated by integral average over the pore wall surface.45,46
The solid−fluid interaction parameters were selected to
emulate adsorption of nitrogen on silica glass (energy
parameter εSF/kB = 147.3 K, size parameter σSF = 0.317 nm
and surface density of adsorption sites ρS = 15.3 nm−2).36 For
all simulations, temperature was set to the normal boiling point
of liquid nitrogen, T = 77.36 K. The Johnson−Zollweg−
Gubbins (JZG) equation of state for LJ fluids was used to relate
the chemical potential to the relative vapor pressure.47
A nonwetting defect of variable size was introduced as a
round spot on the pore wall which does not exert the attractive
potential. Utilizing the cylindrical symmetry of the system, the
adsorption potential inside the pore at a point characterized by
the distance from the pore center r and the polar angle θ can be
expressed as the integral over the sphere surface excluding the
surface of spherical cap occupied by the defect,

(6)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and Λ is the de Broglie
length of a fluid molecule. As such, the ratio of probabilities of a
homogeneous nucleation event as opposed to a heterogeneous
one at given external conditions can be evaluated as follows:
P homo(r b)
P hetero(r b , rdef )
4

= 3

π(R − r b)3
3

Λ

⎡ W
(r ) − Whetero(r b , rdef ) ⎤
exp⎢ − homo b
⎥
kBT
⎣
⎦

(7)

where Whomo and Whetero are determined by eqs 1 and 5,
respectively, for a given rb. The prefactor reflects the entropic
contribution given by eq 6. This term can be thought of as the
number of potential microscopic nucleation sites in the volume
of condensed fluid. Equation 7 predicts a transition from
homogeneous cavitation to heterogeneous cavitation as the
diameter of the defect grows, and is illustrated in Figure 2.

USF(r , θ , δ , R ) = 4εSFρS R2

2π

∫0 ∫δ

× sin θ0dθ0dφ0

π ⎛ σSF12

σSF6 ⎞
⎜
⎟
−
⎜ 12
⎟
ξ6 ⎠
⎝ ξ
(8)

where r and θ are radius and inclination of a point within the
sphere, 2δ is the apex angle of the defect, and subscript “0”
indicates integration variables over the spherical surface. Figure 3
illustrates the geometry of the pore/defect system. The distance
from a point within the sphere (e.g., an adsorbate molecule)
and on the sphere (e.g., an adsorption site) is given by the
following:
ξ 2 = R2 + r 2 − 2Rr[sin θ sin θ0cos(φ0 − φ) + cos θ cos θ0]
(9)

By performing the integration in θ0 from δ to π , rather than
0 to π , a conical volume is introduced with no contribution to the
potential. A potential energy map of the xz plane of a system
with a relatively large defect is presented in Figure 3. A simple
trigonometric equation relates δ to the radius of the defect,

Figure 2. The CNT ratio of probabilities of homogeneous and
heterogeneous nucleation as a function of the defect size for a spherical
pore R/σ = 7.36, at several characteristic pressures. Small defects do
not influence nucleation. Defects larger than rdef/σ ≈ 1.5 present a
large enough free energy benefit for heterogeneous nucleation to
overcome the entropic advantage of homogeneous nucleation.

rdef = Rsin δ

The ratio of nucleation probabilities was calculated at various defect
sizes for the pore R = 7.36 σ, at several typical external pressures.
The transition from homogeneous nucleation to heterogeneous
nucleation is observed when the diameter of the defect is about
3 σ. It is important to remember that although the predictions of
CNT are qualitatively correct, they cannot be taken as quantitative
estimates due to the macroscopic nature of CNT. A more precise
description can be achieved by using MC simulation of the
adsorption−desorption process that is described below.

(10)

The value rdef in eq 10 specifies the external, center to center
radius of a spherical defect on the pore wall. The accessible
diameter of the defect can be estimated by subtracting σSF/σFF
from ddef = 2rdef. For convenience, all diameters herein will refer
to the accessible volume. Increasing the defect diameter reduces
the total adsorption potential, which affects the condensation
and desorption pressures.4 However, because the defect is nonwetting, its surface will always be a more favorable nucleation
site; thus its area rather than the relative difference in adsorption potential is the primary variable with which we are concerned.
The adsorption potential (eq 8) is a continuous function of
two position variables, r and θ. It was integrated numerically
and tabulated on a grid of 2000 × 500, respectively. The
spherical-linear interpolation method48 was used to calculate

3. MC MODEL AND SIMULATION DETAILS
Monte Carlo simulations were used to model cavitation of
Lennard−Jones (LJ) fluid in a spherical pore. The pore
wall interacts with the adsorbate particles via a continuous,
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calculated as the work of formation of the unstable bubble from
the stable one by thermodynamic integration.4,19,55,56
GCMC was used to emulate experimental adsorption
conditions of constant chemical potential, volume, and temperature. Because nucleation of the critical bubble is a fluctuationdriven process, the cavitation events are distributed over a certain
range of pressures. To obtain this distribution, a number of
sequential GCMC desorption trajectories were performed in the
following manner:
(1) A true random seed57 is used to build a random,
independent configuration of particles at a given stable
liquid density.
(2) The configuration is equilibrated using a canonical
ensemble (NVT) MC simulation.
(3) The equilibrated configuration is used as the initial
configuration for GCMC simulation at μ ≫ μcav.
(4) If the simulation undergoes phase change to the vapor-like
state, then the simulation is stopped and bulk chemical
potential is recorded as 1 sample in the distribution of
cavitation chemical potentials. If the simulation finishes in
the liquid state, then μ is decreased by a small amount and a
new GCMC simulation is started.
(5) Step 4 is repeated until the simulation reaches a lowdensity, vapor-like state, the last value of μ is taken as the
chemical potential of cavitation μcav.
Multiple desorption trajectories are calculated independently for
a given system, and the distribution of cavitation chemical potential
is obtained and analyzed using traditional statistical methods. All
simulations used the same number of MC steps so they can be
compared to each other; 300 000 MC steps (each step a single
attempt to displace or exchange a particle, with equal probability)
of 500 equilibrating sets that are discarded, and 500 production sets
that are averaged and used as the result. It has been shown that the
width of GCMC hysteresis (and thus, the cavitation pressure) is
affected by the length of the underlying Markov chain.58 Therefore,
comparisons are only made between average cavitation pressures
calculated using equal length GCMC runs.

Figure 3. The solid−fluid potential energy map on the xz-plane of a
5.54 nm pore with a 2.21 nm nonwetting defect introduced. Overlay:
geometry of eqs 8 and 10.

the potential energy from the tabulated values. Boundary conditions
at the nonwetting defect were set as hard-wall repulsion. In general,
it is possible to extend this model to a partial wetting defect by
adding the integrated LJ potential of the conical defect, but with a
value of solid−fluid interaction potential smaller than εSF.
Monte Carlo simulations were performed using the grand
canonical ensemble (GCMC)49 and the mesocanonical
ensemble (MCMC).50,51 The MCMC method, also known as
the gauge cell method, introduces a fixed reservoir of particles
(called the gauge cell) that are permitted to be exchanged with
the system cell (the pore). The MCMC method is instrumental
in calculating chemical potentials in small and inhomogeneous
system.51 It has been extended since its original formulation50
to multicomponent fluids52 and polymer chains.53,54 The
MCMC method allows one to efficiently simulate nucleation
phenomena and generate unstable, intermediate states by
suppressing fluctuations that would, if unconstrained, facilitate a
spontaneous phase change in an open system. As such, MCMC
makes possible a continuous, backward trajectory of the
adsorption isotherm that corresponds to the unstable bubbles,
or nuclei, qualitatively similar to the theoretical isotherm shown
in Figure 1. Once such a continuous canonical isotherm is
generated, the nucleation barrier at given vapor pressure can be

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We calculated grand canonical and gauge cell canonical isotherms
for LJ nitrogen at 77.36 K adsorbing in a silica pore of diameter
5.54 nm with a single nonwetting heterogeneous defect with
diameters ranging from 0 to 2.12 nm. The MC isotherms are
displayed in Figure 4. On the vapor branch of the canonical

Figure 4. MCMC isotherms (left) and GCMC isotherms (right) for LJ nitrogen adsorbing in a silica pore of 5.54 nm at 77.36 K, with a
heterogeneous defect of varying diameter in nm.
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isotherms that corresponds to the formation of the adsorbed film,
the adsorption depends on the size of the defect. As the defect size
increases, the averaged adsorption potential, as well as the surface
available for the film formation, decreases, resulting in a lower
adsorption relative to the defect-free pore at the same vapor
pressure. This trend continues with the position of the vapor
spinodal, the maximum chemical potential of the vapor branch
that reflects the limit of stability of the adsorbed film. However,
the position of the liquid spinodal (the minimum chemical
potential of the liquid branch that reflects the limit of stability of
the liquid phase) shows two distinct behaviors, depending on the
size of the defect. When the defect is less than 1.41 nm, the
position of the liquid spinodal increases only slightly with the size
of the defect. At larger defects, the spinodal shifts to higher
pressures, progressively with the size of the defect. A similar
dependence on the defect size is observed on the GCMC
isotherms. The condensation pressure increases with defect size,
but the cavitation pressure remains mostly unchanged for defects
smaller that 1.41 nm. With larger defects, the cavitation pressure
increases progressively with the defect size.
To estimate the distribution of cavitation pressure in GCMC
simulations, we performed a series of parallel GCMC
desorption runs starting from randomly chosen initial
configurations equilibrated at a fluid density known a pirori
to be a stable liquid. Standard statistical methods where used
to obtain the mean cavitation pressure and its dispersion.
The cavitation pressures were calculated for the defects of
0, 0.40, 1.41, 1.47, 1.61, 1.85, and 2.21 nm in diameter.
Selected distributions from this study are presented in Figure 5.

Figure 6. The average pressure of cavitation calculated in a series of
independent GCMC simulations. The sharp change of slope indicates
the transition from homogeneous to heterogeneous nucleation,
determined by examination of particle configurations. Inset zooms
on the small defect regime of homogeneous cavitation; error bars
represent the standard error of the distribution.

experimental values. The conditions of a MC simulation
represent a “perfect” situation of fixed temperature and vapor
pressure and with significantly smaller fluctuations than in real
experiments. However, relative comparisons between calculated
GCMC pressures are permissible.
Determination of the type of nucleation was done by tracing
the progress of each MC simulation for states near the point of
desorption. During the MC simulation, the coordinates of each
successful MC move were saved, up to 825 000 moves total. At
a specified fluid density (small enough to ensure a phase change
occurred; Nσ3/V = 0.4 for this study), the tracking was stopped
and the current configuration written to disk. With this
information, the original system (up to 825 000 successful
moves ago) can be fully recreated, and examined step-by-step.
Figure 7 shows several intermediate states along a desorption
path for the pore with none, small (0.40 nm) and large (1.85 nm)
defect. The snapshots were created by dividing the available
trajectory into 20 frames, and calculating the average particle
positions of each frame using 40 equal-spaced samples from
the configuration trajectory. Thus, the color intensity indicates the
probability of a particle intersecting the xz-plane for a given
span of simulation time. With configuration snapshots available,
formation of the critical nuclei can be observed as fluid particles
“desorb” from the pore body. We found that if the defect is larger
than 1.41 nm, all nucleation appears to be heterogeneous, that is,
the critical nuclei forms at the site of defect and expands from that
point, as illustrated in Figure 7. Below this defect size, nucleation is
almost always homogeneous; forming at or near the center of the
pore. Interestingly, the location of the critical bubble varies on the
xz-plane more than expected. In pores with a defect, the location
of the critical cavity varied from the center of the pore to near the
defect (but still entirely within the liquid) to the site of the defect.
Even in the no-defect system, the cavity forms near the center, but
not always at the center. The relative frequency of each type of
cavitation is presented in Figure 8. To compile the statistics of
homogeneous and heterogeneous cavitation events from MC runs,
trajectories from 30 desorption runs were stored and analyzed.
The CNT prediction is also displayed in Figure 8 for comparison.
The CNT curve in Figure 8 was obtained with eq 7 by
interpolating the cavitation pressure for a given ddef, and then
calculating the critical bubble radius (eq 2) from that pressure.

Figure 5. Selected distributions for the pressure of cavitation
calculated from a series of independent GCMC desorption paths:
pores with no defect (diamond), ddef = 1.41 nm (square), 1.85 nm
(triangle), and 2.21 nm (cross).

The distributions are bell-shaped. In the pores with larger defects
that exhibit predominantly heterogeneous mechanism of
cavitation, the distribution of cavitation pressures appears to
be narrower than that in the pores with small defects and the
homogeneous mechanism of cavitation. The averaged results
of these desorption trajectories are displayed in Figure 6. The
data can be divided into two regimes of weak and strong
dependence on the defect size. From 0 to 1.41 nm diameter
of the defect, the average cavitation pressure marginally
increases. The increase is small but statistically significant
(see Figure 6, inset). For defects larger than 1.41 nm, a strong
dependence is observed. It is important to remember that the
reported cavitation pressures should not correspond to
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Figure 7. Snapshots of growing bubbles quantified by the particle probabilities on the xz-plane during desorption; yellow indicates the probability of
unity and black the probability of zero. (a) Pore without defect shows the nucleation of the critical cavity at the center of the pore. (b) Pore with a
small defect (0.40 nm) still exhibits homogeneous nucleation. (c) Pore with 1.85 nm defect exhibits a flat interface at complete pore filling, followed
by the growth the bubble pinned to the defect; this bubble grows until the vapor-like state is reached.

Instead of using the Kelvin-Laplace relation as above, the
equilibrium liquid and vapor pressures were obtained through
the JZG equation of state for LJ fluid.47 The liquid−vapor surface
tension (γσ2/ε = 1.022 for infinite cutoff LJ fluid) was calculated
by linear interpolation at T* = 0.762 from three studies of LJ
surface tension,59−61 and then averaged. The same qualitative
shape of the probability curve is obtained using both CNT and
MC. CNT predicts the critical defect size to be ∼1.0 nm (∼2.8σFF,
very close the prediction in Figure 2 of ∼3σ), while the MC
transition to heterogeneous cavitation takes place at ddef ≈ 1.5 nm,
or about 4σFF. This quantitative discrepancy between MC and
CNT predictions is expected.
Nucleation barriers were calculated via thermodynamic
integration of the canonical isotherm from gauge cell
calculations to yield the difference in grand thermodynamic
potential,

∫

Figure 8. Ratio of the probability of homogeneous nucleation opposed
to heterogeneous nucleation. The solid line indicates the prediction
from CNT for a system similar to that studied by MC (LJ nitrogen
using the JZG equation47). The squares are the results from MC
simulation trajectories, discussed below.

μ

Ω(μ) − Ω(μref ) = −
N (μ)dμ
μref

(11)

Since cavitation is a nucleation based phenomenon, an
energy barrier must be crossed for it to occur. The calculated
nucleation barriers are presented in Figure 9. Systems
exhibiting homogeneous cavitation (i.e., ddefect/nm = 0, 0.40,
and 1.41) are found to have nearly identical nucleation barriers.
This is expected, as systems with cavitation at similar pressures
would be crossing the same energy barrier. When heterogeneous cavitation is found to be the dominant mechanism, the

nucleation barrier for a given pressure shifts significantly to
lower values. In other words, for a given nucleation barrier, the
pressure is found to be constant for homogeneous cavitation,
and increasing with defect size for heterogeneous cavitation.
Observed cavitations pressures (Figure 6) indicate that the
thermal barrier to overcome for GCMC nucleation, regardless
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Figure 9. The work of formation of the critical nuclei calculated by thermodynamic integration of the canonical MC isotherms (left) and using the
CNT equations for homogeneous and heterogeneous cavitation (right). For comparison of the rates of homogeneous and heterogeneous cavitation,
the work of homogeneous cavitation (eq 1) was corrected by the volume factor (eq 6). CNT predicts that the transition to heterogeneous cavitation
occurs at a defect ddef = 0.90 nm, while MC simulations indicate ddef ≈ 1.40 nm. Note the large difference in the nucleation barriers calculated with
CNT and MC simulations; the reason for this discrepancy is that the size of nuclei in this example does not exceed d ≈ 0.90 nm, which is too small
for the CNT theory to be quantitatively accurate.

of its nature, is 8−10 kBT, which is in an acceptable range
comparing to literature results.62 For comparison, results from
CNT are included as well on the right-hand side of Figure 9.
The CNT curves were calculated using a similar method as
described for Figure 8.63 We see that a defect of ddef/nm =
0.90 is the critical size where the predominant nucleation
mechanism changes from homogeneous to heterogeneous. The
smallest defect (0.72 nm) has a larger barrier than the
homogeneous fluid, while the largest defect (1.08 nm) has a
smaller barrier, thus dictating the nature of nucleation. The
intermediate curve (0.90 nm) is similar in value to the
homogeneous curve; at low pressures (small critical bubble),
homogeneous nucleation would be more likely, and at higher
pressures (larger critical bubble), heterogeneous nucleation
would be more likely. As above, the overall transition occurs at
a smaller ddef than observed in MC simulations, as expected.

occurs in simulation. The MC results are qualitatively similar to
that predicted by CNT and provide a more reliable quantitative
estimate of the pressures of cavitation presented in Figure 6.
We found that defects smaller than 1.41 nm (or about 5 molecular diameters) do not change the nature of bubble nucleation
from the homogeneous case with no defect present. Conversely, surface defects larger than 1.41 nm facilitate competitive heterogeneous nucleation. This leads to a sharp increase
in the cavitation pressure with the size of the defect, as the
nucleation barrier for forming a heterogeneous bubble pinned
to the defect becomes progressively smaller than the nucleation
barrier of homogeneous cavitation.
It is worth noting that although the experimental motivation of
this work was a series of papers on the mechanism of nitrogen and
argon adsorption on porous silicon samples,2,28,29 our conclusions
cannot be applied to this particular system, since it is unlikely that
nonwetting (to nitrogen) defects may be present on a silicon
surface. At the same time, the scenario of heterogeneous cavitation
may be an important factor in adsorption of water and other polar
vapors.64 To consider these systems, it will be necessary to perform
a similar simulation study with forcefields adequate for water and
water−substrate interaction. Among the other physical processes
for which heterogeneous nucleation of bubbles in pores may be an
important factor are: drying of porous and fibrous materials,11 sap
breakage in plants,65 fluid flow in soil and rock,66 as well as
physiological phenomena such as decompression sickness.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We investigated a possible scenario of heterogeneous cavitation
of metastable fluid in the process of desorption from
mesoporous materials. As a model system, we considered an
LJ fluid confined to spherical pores with nonwetting surface
defects. We showed that the nonwetting defect facilitates the
formation of heterogeneous nuclei, and the probability of
heterogeneous cavitation increases with the defect size. As such,
the transition from the homogeneous to heterogeneous
cavitation occurs in pores with sufficiently large defects. We
employed the classical nucleation theory (CNT) and Monte
Carlo (MC) simulations to quantify the impact of surface
defects on the mechanism of cavitation.
The CNT model was modified to account for heterogeneous
nucleation of bubbles at the nonwetting defect. We found that
the CNT model describes the transition from the homogeneous to heterogeneous cavitation at sufficiently large surface
defects. In such pores, the vapor pressure of cavitation exceeds
the vapor pressure characteristic of homogeneous cavitation.
The results of the CNT model were examined with the MC
simulation study using the mesocanonical ensemble for
generating the critical nuclei configurations and determining
the nucleation barriers, and the grand canonical ensemble for
calculating the distribution of pressures at which cavitation
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